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Sully’s To Surf fun run popularity
gains

at school work days, assist with fundraisers, plan
field trips, and in many creative ways provide
supplemental educational opportunities and
educational funding to our students. There are
also many volunteers who take on leadership
roles in organizations which support community
children such as the La Honda Educational
Foundation, the Pescadero Education
Foundation, Pescadero PTA, Viking Boosters,
Puente de la Costa Sur, TomKat Foundation and
South Coast Children’s Services. (continued on
page 3)

(excerpt from HMB Review, by Mark Foyer,
http://www.hmbreview.com/articles/2010/08/04/
sports/doc4c59af396618b271173424.txt)
―Karl Bane won the running portion of
Saturday’s Sully’s To Surf Race, but he had to
take second fiddle to the event itself. The second
annual event, starting at Sullivan’s Restaurant &
Pub in La Honda and going west for eight miles
on La Honda Road before ending at the San
Gregorio General Store, was a celebration of La
Honda. ―There used to be a similar run, from
Apple Jack’s to the beach,‖ said Jane Sullivan,
co-owner of the restaurant with her husband,
Tim… ―We wanted to bring the race back, with
an emphasis on fun,‖ Sullivan said… Money
raised from the event goes to charity.‖

Meet David LeCount
by Joe Cottonwood

David LeCount's poetry has been published on
tea bottles all over the world. How many other
writers can make that claim?
2010 La Honda Princess, Tenaya Bennett
David and his wife Arla have lived in La Honda
long enough to raise three children along with
horses, pigs, chickens and a Guernsey cow.
David loves milking cows and making butter, but
(continued on page 2)

Opportunities to support the La
Honda-Pescadero Unified School
District
By Heather McAvoy, Clerk, Board of Trustees of
LHPUSD
One of the unique and wonderful qualities of our
local public schools is the outstanding
commitment that our community members apply
to the support of our educational programs.
Many families volunteer in the classroom, help
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could collect the eggs" as he had done as a child
in Lagunitas. La Honda, he says, "is heaven for
me." A long-time writer of haiku, he was
amazed to discover that J.W. Hackett, a wellknown haiku master, was living in the same
town. They soon became friends.

Meet David LeCount
(continued from page xx)
most of all he loves teaching, a profession he has
practiced for 40 years. At one point in his youth,
he was considering a career in the Secret Service
but chose teaching instead. He says "It's the best
decision I made in my life." His students would
agree.

David has stacks and stacks of journals he has
kept, writing mostly in haiku, tanka, or other
poetic forms, rarely in prose. He is working on
an epic poem about the Lakota Sioux. His haiku
have been published in various journals and the
Christian Science Monitor. In 1988 he won the
Grand Prize, "my equivalent of the Nobel Prize,"
from the Modern Haiku Society of Japan. He
has spoken at the World Haiku Festival in
Amsterdam. Through his haiku David has made
friends and visited them in Romania, Japan,
Croatia, Paris.

David grew up in Lagunitas, a small rural town
in Marin County not too different from La
Honda where his father was a professor and
gentleman farmer. Later he moved to Marin
City, a not-so-bucolic town where he says one of
his classmates tried to knife the principal, a girl
kept a loaded .38 in her desk, and the school was
surrounded by concertina wire facing inward—to
keep the students from leaving. With that
experience, he says his early teaching assignment
in the Ravenswood school district in East Palo
Alto didn't frighten him for physical violence,
though he felt "terrified" to actually perform as a
teacher. He takes the job seriously. He says, "I
was throwing up for the first six months of
teaching." Apparently his digestive system
settled down, and he has taught English at
Menlo-Atherton High School and Pescadero
High. He describes teaching as "magical," and
says, "I had a wonderful blessed time at
Pescadero."
David is adept at languages. He can dabble in
Mandarin Chinese, Spanish, German, French,
Greek, Arabic, Swahili, Italian, and a bit of
Japanese. He has now retired from teaching but
keeps busy tutoring. In addition he is leading a
"World Travel Club" in which students learn
languages and cultures combined with a meal at
a restaurant. Right now the assignment is Egypt,
and he would appreciate any tips for a good,
cheap Egyptian restaurant.

And then there are those bottles of tea. A bottle
of Ito En tea purchased in Japan displays in both
Japanese and English script:
into the dusk
the doe's tail
flees its own white

David went to tiny Deep Springs College in
Nevada joining a class of 8 freshmen, followed
by the somewhat larger University of Alaska.
Eventually a Creative Writing Fellowship led
him to the University of Massachusetts. He has
written two books for teachers of creative
writing, Nonstandardized Quests: 500+ Writing
Prompts That Matter and Dream Writing
Assignments: 600+ Prompts for Creative
Writing.

while a bottle of Tea's Tea Green White,
purchased at the New Leaf Market in Half Moon
Bay, displays the haiku:
ten heron heads
blow as pampas grass
in the morning fog
Usually appearing with half a dozen pens in his
pockets, David has been a reader at Lit Nite, the
last-Wednesday-of-the-month celebration of
writing at Sullivan's Pub in La Honda, where the
haiku combines with beer and wine. And
perhaps a bottle of tea.

He moved to La Honda in 1977, deciding the
town offered "the same things that brought me to
Alaska." It seemed a place where "my kids
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and community. The current chair of this
committee is Peter Bohacek of La Honda. The
additional committee members are Mark Graff
and Jean Graham of La Honda and Chris
Brancart and Gael Solos of Pescadero.
Both of these committees need members, but the
urgency is greater for the Bond Measure
Oversight Committee, as we have difficulty in
our sparsely populated district in maintaining the
mandated full committee of 7 members. Please
contact Superintendent Amy Wooliever at the
LHPUSD District Office at 879-0286 to express
interest in joining either committee.

Opportunities to support the LHPUSD
(continued from page 1)
The LHPUSD Board of Trustees is a group of 5
citizens living within the boundaries of LHPUSD
who through election and/or appointment, make
up the governing board of the school district.
The current trustees are Board President, Andy
Wilson of Pescadero, Board Clerk Heather
McAvoy of La Honda, Kathy Crane, of La
Honda, Andy Lagow, of Loma Mar, and Connie
Sarabia of Pescadero.
There are three seats up for election on the
LHPUSD board on the November ballot. The
deadline to file is August 6 for incumbents and
August 11 for non-incumbents. Having served
for nearly 4 -1/2 years, I have decided to turn my
focus to other activities and will not be running
for re-election.
Please see
http://www.shapethefuture.org/campaigns/declar
ecandidacy.asp for details on how to file to run
for the school board. The Board of Trustees of
LHPUSD is as local as local government gets
around here and I urge you, if you are dedicated
to high quality public education in our
community and willing to take on the
responsibilities and time commitment, to
consider throwing your hat into the ring.
LHPUSD has 2 standing Citizen’s Oversight
committees, appointed by the Board of Trustees.
These committees need members.
They are:
Bond Measure Oversight Committee: This
committee is mandated by Prop. 39 to review
District expenditures of Measure I bond funds
and issue an annual report to the Board and the
community. The current chair of this committee
is Warren Wolfeld, of Pescadero. Committee
members through 7/31/10 are Angus Blackman
of La Honda, Web Barton and Paul Ferro of
Pescadero and David Schorr of Half Moon Bay.
The next meeting of the BMOC is August 31,
7:00 P.M. in the Back Room at Duarte’s. All of
the BMOC meetings are public meetings, and
anyone interested in consideration for
appointment to this committee is especially
encouraged to attend. The BMOC has
completed the 2009 Final Report, which will be
presented during the LHPUSD regular board
meeting, which will be held on August 12 at 7:00
P.M. in the District Board Room in Pescadero.
Parcel Tax Oversight Committee: This
committee is tasked with annual review of
District expenditures of Measure B parcel tax
funds and to issue an annual report to the Board

Thank you for the opportunity to serve this
community for these past 4+ years. It has been a
challenging, but rewarding experience and I am
grateful for your support. If you have any
questions or comments, please e-mail me at
heather@landb.com.

The face of local music
By Craig Eddy

This article I hope will be the first of many
putting a face to the local music scene. We are
blessed with an abundance of local musicians
and bands. In this economic time people are
being forced to travel less and cut back on
entertainment costs. Here in the south coast area
we have lots of options to still get out and see
good music without lots of travel expense.
Apple Jack's, Sullivan's, Alice's Restaurant, The
San Gregorio General Store, and Gazos Grill all
have their own unique atmospheres and feature a
wide variety of musical styles. Also there are
several festivals and events that feature great
music and art. The La Honda Fair, Pescadero
Art Fair, Women of the Redwoods concert, the
Cuesta July 4th picnic and the Cuesta Jamfest in
October are excellent local events that have
supported the local music scene for years.
If you are a musician or band and would like to
be featured in an article in the La Honda Voice
please contact Craig at craig.eddy@yahoo.com
to be included. I hope to feature the musicians
but also pass along any cool and unique stories
that come along. I won't be doing reviews of
shows as I would never be able to keep up with
all the shows that happen in the area. Stay tuned
for more on the local music scene.
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24 hours of operation, several of whom took
advantage of the opportunity to "Get On The
Air" themselves. This special "GOTA" station
was set up to allow unlicensed operators to get
on the air with the supervision of a licensed ham.
Anyone, young or old could have the experience
of talking to another ham in another part of the
country or world. Hopefully they discovered
how fun and easy it is and will be inclined to get
their own radio license.

All Night Bash Leaves Hams HighFiving
by Neil Panton

If you are interested in joining the group or
finding out more about it, visit the website
http://www.sc4arc.org/ or contact Jack Eddy at
(650) 922-6458. We can be proud of the
dedicated amateurs who devote their time,
experience and resources to emergency
preparation. Join in, or at least get to know a
ham near you. You never know when you may
need assistance in an emergency. Ham radio
could provide you with help faster than you
think!

A 24-hour marathon communications contest left
local hams slapping each other on the back
celebrating their successful Field Day event. This
annual event has ham radio operators setting up
stations in fields all over the country testing their
long distance communication capabilities. "The
1556 points we earned far outstrips our prior
efforts. We just keep getting better and better!"
said a tired but happy club secretary Mary
Panton.

Cuesta Water Emergency Notices
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/LaHonda/messag
e/22832
(This was posted on the La Honda Message by
David Ehrhardt, President of the Cuesta La
Honda Board of Directors, but affects all Cuesta
residents)

Held in La Honda Gardens June 25th and 26th,
ham radio operators of the SC4 Amateur Radio
Club demonstrated their ability to communicate
with the outside world in the event of a disaster
or other emergency. Using entirely portable
equipment and completely off the power grid,
these amateur operators needed only a few hours
to set up and communicate with stations as far
away as Hawaii, Canada and the east coast.

―A reader of this list asked if I could write a note
concerning why water emergency notices were
posted in Cuesta this weekend. I encourage
Cuesta water customers to visit the Cuesta
website, www.clhg.org, for updates on the water
system. In brief, the filter treatment plant shut
itself down early on Friday due to a sensor
reading that indicted too much turbidity in the
water after it had passed through the filters. Our
staff worked with the plant manufacturer, PALL,
to remedy the situation, and by Saturday night
the plant was back online. The notices remain up
as a precaution because the backup supply of
treated water was drawn down while the plant
was offline, putting us in a more vulnerable
condition should the plant shut down again. The
notices should come down soon, when the
backup supply is replenished.‖

A big part of the exercise is quickly setting up a
radio station in any location with your own
power and equipment. For this event, the hams
used two small Honda generators, three canopy
tents, three high frequency radios (HF) and three
antennas; two dipoles strung horizontally
through the trees, one vertical on the ground
supported by guy wires. There was enough food,
shelter and equipment to keep the group going
for quite a few days. In a real emergency, the 40
or so members of the group are prepared to assist
the community with more generators, radios and
antennas.
Twenty-two licensed hams participated in the
event making 261 contacts by voice (referred to
as Phone contacts) and an additional 71 contacts
using Morse code (CW). Twenty-two members
of the public visited the group over the course of
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As part of this guide, a checklist that can be torn
out and posted in a convenient spot in your
home, P.L.E.A.S.E. (Prepare Leave Early And
Save Everyone), helps you plan ahead so you
will be prepared in case of a fire. In an
emergency, the evacuation checklist will also
help you to secure your property and to leave in
a safe, systematic manner should you be ordered
to do so. Since this guide is a download you
don't even have to "tear out" pages, you can
simply print the ones you want to have handy as
hard copy.

Are You Fire Safe? It's that time of
year again...
by Mary Bordi
It's the dry time of year
in California, and again
and again we are
reminded of the need for
fire safety. This year,
with the lush growth
from spring rains, it is
especially important to
be aware of the steps necessary to protect
ourselves and our neighborhoods from the threat
of wildfire.

No one wants to be a victim of a wildfire. This
guide will help you to mitigate the possible
damage or avoid a fire altogether. Download the
guide and keep the information handy. Being
prepared is the key.

Fire Safe San Mateo County is an organization
created (quoting from their website) "to address
the potential for serious loss of life and
property in the urban/wildland intermix area
(neighborhoods surrounded by dense
vegetation)." Does that sound like your
neighborhood?

Broadband/Cellular Access in the Area
(excerpt by Scott Hayes and Karin Bird - from
http://coastalmountainblog.com/2010/08/02/broa
dband-access-in-the-coastalmountains.aspx?ref=rss ,)
“People always ask if there is internet access in
the area. I will list a short list of areas, and what
type of access there is available.

Member agencies of Fire Safe San Mateo
County include various local fire
departments/districts, San Mateo County Sheriff
and Parks departments, several regional agencies
and PG&E. Their mission is "to reduce
hazardous vegetation, the creation of
defensible space around structures, and the
education of citizens regarding fire hazards
and fire behavior through the guidance of
local agencies." Some readers may be familiar
with the Fire Safe sponsored Chipper Program,
providing free chipping of vegetation removed
by homeowners in some neighborhoods.

Skylonda - … Comcast supplies cable internet
access in the Skylonda Area, speeds are pretty
much as fast as they offer anywhere so there
should be no problem with access. Cell phone
coverage is hit and miss, but Verizon has
recently put up wireless antenas up and down
hwy 84, so access should be up and available
from lower Woodside all the way down 84 to the
coast…
"4 Corners" to La Honda - Comcast goes
partway down hwy 84, but not very far. After
that, you again need to contact Skyline
Broadband for access.
La Honda - There is a small Central Office in
the "town" La Honda so if you are relativity
close" you can get DSL access from various
providers. Cell service services this area from
Verizon and Sprint. Sorry I-Phone users, no
ATT.
San Gregorio - Access in San Gregorio is pretty
much only from Skyline Broadband, and you
need line of site.
Pescadero - Comcast is also in Pescadero and
can supply access, as well as Skyline Broadband.
Loma Mar - The only access I am aware of
is Skyline Broadband , and there is no cell
service.‖

Fire Safe San Mateo County has a website with
lots of downloadable information. The Living
with Fire 2010 (pdf) guide
(http://www.smcfiresafe.org/documents/Living
WithFire2010.pdf) is full of information that
applies to us locally. From a list of useful local
and regional weblinks and phone numbers to
checklists and step by step instructions for
creating a defensible space around your home,
this colorful guide is easy to read and free. You
will find suggestions for fire safe design if you
are thinking ahead when creating your
landscaping, and you will find tips for creating
defensible space with the landscaping and/or
natural terrain you already have.
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makes it a great deal. Or, as we do, you can
share your share with another family.

Community Supported Agriculture
by Randy Vail

At first, Blue House Farm started delivering
shares in the LH Post Office, but now that the
boxes come to the La Honda Country Market,
people can support two great local businesses in
one convenient stop. To learn more about Blue
House Farm and their CSA program, check out
their website: http://bluehouseorganicfarm.com
You can read their weekly newletter and get
some great recipes. Buy Fresh, Buy Local!
One recent Thursday afternoon, I went to the La
Honda Country Market to pick up a few items
and at the same time, pick up a box of vegetables
from Blue House Farm in Pescadero. Blue
House is an organic farm on Cloverdale Road,
right across from the entrance to Butano State
Park that runs a CSA program. CSA,
or Community Supported Agriculture, is an
economic model of buying produce that connects
consumers more directly with farmers. Buying
"a share" of the farm entitles one to a large box
of fresh picked veggies every week for 25 weeks.

Pie Ranch

―Another of the several great local sources for fresh organic
food is Pie Ranch. Not only do they run a farm stand on the
weekend along Cabrillo Highway this side of Año Nuevo, and
offer a Community Supported "Eggriculture" program
providing weekly cartoons of eggs to subscribers, but they also
run a number of education programs for Bay Area young
people and apprenticeship/internship training programs for
aspiring farmers. And on top of all that, they host a Barn
Dance the third Saturday of every month. For more
information about Pie Ranch, check out their
website: http://www.pieranch.org/‖

From their website: "CSA members make a
commitment to support our farm throughout the
season, and share in the bounty and the risks of
growing food. By joining our CSA, members
are developing a regional food supply and strong
local economy, maintaining a sense of
community, encouraging land stewardship, and
honoring the direct link between the production
and consumption of food. Each week we harvest
a mix of vegetables and fruit fresh from the field
to include in your box. We estimate a box is full
of enough produce to feed 2-4 people each week,
depending on a households appetite and cooking
routine. A box typically contains between 8-12
different items, always varied and exciting.
Farming is inherently subject to the whims of
Mother Nature..." so every week, there is
something new and exciting in the box, and the
consumers share the costs and/or the benefits of
weather with the farmer.

La Honda Landslide Slope
Stabilization Project Newsletter
(excerpt from La Honda Message Board at
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/LaHonda/messag
e/22814, by David R L Worthington)
―Many of us in Cuesta probably got a newsletter
from the County of San Mateo, dated July 28,
2010, about the Scenic Drive landslide. In it they
describe "RECENT SOIL MOVEMENT"
consisting not of lateral movement, but vertical
settlement. To monitor this they installed "survey
monitoring points", and have been performing
field measurements…The newsletter notes that
"it is not clear whether the soil settlement is a
result of [compaction] of the fill that was placed
in connection with the project" against the prior
scarp, or perhaps due to further landslide
movement beneath this fill…Unfortunately for
those of us who live above the slide, and
everyone on Recreation, the County has
determined that "the best course is to not move
forward with the reconstruction of Scenic Drive
until" they know for sure they can fix Scenic
without having it move again…Joe LoCoco
(Deputy Director of road services)…indicated
that it would probably take two more winters to
be sure about this, and that it is extremely
unlikely Scenic Drive will be restored next
summer.‖

In addition to vegetables, shareholders can also
choose to receive bouquets of flowers, or a
cartoon of eggs from Pie Ranch (and their
Community Supported "Eggriculture" program).
While the cost of a CSA share can seem like a
lot up front, the quantity of fresh, organic
produce received over the course of a season
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imagine anything else being as good as that.

Living in La Honda
By Caroline Graham

This isn't to say that I've lost my grip on reality.
I'm not going to join some obscure commune in
the heart of the wilderness, and I know I'm going
to have to get used to people and buildings if I
want to get anywhere in the world - and
especially if I want to follow my current plan and
make a living writing and acting.
Still, wherever I end up going and whatever I
end up doing, I'm going to be looking for places
to be that are as close as possible to the things I
love most. (For example, I have made it
abundantly clear to anyone who asks that I refuse
to attend any college unless it is a half-hour drive
or shorter from an ocean, lake or other
significantly large body of water, because I can
hardly bear the thought of being landlocked.) It
just seems like out of everywhere in the world,
this place is just about as close to perfect as it
gets.

It's really an amazing thing to be living here.
There's something magical about living in a
house that's nestled snugly inside a thick
redwood forest but only ten minutes away from
the Pacific Ocean, going to school next to
mustard fields and cow pastures, jumping into a
freezing creek on one of those rarely-occurring
hot summer days. To be surrounded by nearly
every aspect of nature just seems so... right.

Exploring La Honda

I live on the outskirts of La Honda, and my
backyard consists of trees and... more trees. But
just take a little walk down the hill and you'll end
up on the bank of a wide, twisting creek, closed
in by - yes - even more trees. They're all
immensely tall, and old, and beautiful, like the
revered elders of some long-forgotten tribe. They
all have secrets to tell, but you have to learn how
to listen first.

Scott Eldredge discovered and photographed the
remains of bridge footings near Old Pagemill
Road where it crosses Peters Creek in what is
now Middleton Tract, and Sheri Olliges, a local
historian in the area, commented on it.

I haven't always lived here; I was born in
Cupertino, but I don't remember
much of it since we moved when I was two.
Honestly, even though our yard was apparently a
little fenced-in slice of nature, my parents say I
wasn't missing a whole lot. Sure, it gets a little
old sometimes, listening to cars and motorcycles
screaming by our house on weekends, but it's
nowhere close to living a stone's throw away
from a maze of ever-busy freeways.

―The footings for the bridge are still there. They
are about a mile or less upstream from our
house. The property belongs to a logging
company. I don't know if William Page built the
"Page Mill Road" that starts at Oregon
Expressway in Palo Alto and goes to Skyline or
if he refurbished an existing road and it took the
name once he built the rest of the roads to the
mill. Once he got to Skyline he created a loop
road. It began behind the Daniels Nature Center
and pond presently at the southwest intersection
of Skyline and Alpine roads. (continued on page
8)

A lot of times I hear people say they wouldn't
ever want to grow up in the country, and some of
the kids who live here say they hate it, but I can't
see how that's possible. I mean, I guess everyone
gets influenced by how and where they're raised,
but I don't think I could ever be really happy
boxed in by cars and skyscrapers and an
abundance of other people. My sister and I grew
up watching ants' patterns of movement and
catching hermit crabs at the tide pools, and
listening to the crickets at night. I can't really
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Exploring La Honda (continued from page 7)
At the beginning of this road behind the pond
there is an Indian grinding rock. Then the road,
now more of a trail in places, heads down the hill
and eventually meets Peters Creek at or near the
Big Dipper Ranch and private property. It
follows Peters Creek to where the remains of the
bridge are… So more than five miles of
road down the hill, then at least two miles back
up before it met Alpine! The 1877 county map of
the area doesn't show any road at all. The 1894
map shows his loop road on the west side of
Peters' Creek, crossing the creek and up what is
now Portola State Park Road. The 1909 County
map shows only what is now Portola State Park
Road. Legend from a local family (the Bordi
family) says the 1906 earthquake damaged parts
of the loop road that went down along the creek.
As for dates, I know Page was producing lumber
here at least as early as 1868, so the roads must
have been in by then. Production continued until
at least 1885 (they moved the mill from Peters
Creek to Slate Creek, a mile to the east, in
1875).‖

the way old photographs are timeless; hushed,
unhurried and unassuming. ..Alternately, songs
like ―Everybody Knows This is Nowhere‖ – the
best Neil Young party song – present a world (―I
wish that I could be there right now / Just
passing time‖) in which Young’s greatest
ambition is to let life calmly pass much the way
of the wandering roads of La Honda: without
incident or landmark, without deadline or
timeline…‖

La Honda Creek improvements help
red-legged frogs

(excerpt from
http://www.hmbreview.com/articles/2010/07/14/
community/doc4c3df0edc1716508142631.txt
―Now that summer’s here, a pond at La Honda
Creek Open Space Preserve has dried up enough
for construction crews to rebuild a failing earthen
berm…to improve the breeding habitat for the
California red-legged frog. An endangered
species…‖

Neil Young & The History of The
Americas Explained in Twelve Songs
(excerpt from
http://thoughtcatalog.com/2010/neil-young-thehistory-of-the-americas-explained-in-twelvesongs/ by Greer Cloots)
Greer Cloots ambitiously, ―explains the
symbolic journey of the Americas through the
songs of Neil Young’s catalogue, in the hope
that so doing will assist in enlightening the
history of both our continents and the
aforementioned songwriter.‖ The Young songs
include: Dead Man, Round & Round (It Won’t
Be Long), Pocahontas, Cortez the Killer, Don’t Be
Denied, After the Gold Rush, Journey Through the
Past, Powderfinger, Thrasher, Albuquerque,
Unknown Legend, and Out On the Weekend

Crime Update - Housekeeper
Sentenced for ID Theft
(http://www.hmbreview.com/articles/2010/07/21
/community/doc4c4740041de57479515953.txt)
―A La Honda housekeeper has been sentenced to
serve one year in jail for stealing checks and
credit cards from her clients and passing them
along to an ex-convict with a long history of
identity theft. Terri Voris, 40, pleaded no contest
to charges of residential burglary. Prosecutors
and her victims in the case allege Voris stole
financial documents and took photographs of her
clients’ signatures when she was cleaning their
homes. Their credit was used to make thousands
of dollars in purchases…‖

About the last song, Out on the Weekend, Cloots
says, ―These are songs of homely leisure, easygoing inactivity, and subtle longing. For those of
us who live in the Bay Area and have spent
afternoons driving through Woodside or Half
Moon Bay or La Honda, these songs
immediately evoke the Northern California
wilderness – calmly sunny and tan and green,
filled with winding roads leading past quiet
shaded houses and the occasional bar or
motorcycle gathering. The songs present a place
that is immediately quiet and easy and timeless

The La Honda Voice
Interested in writing or helping in other ways to keep this
paper going? This paper has been created and published
entirely by volunteers of the Community. Revenue from the
ads is used only to defer the cost of creating this paper.
Volunteer to help keep the Community informed:
Contact Bob Dougherty at 747-0102 or
the_voice@lahonda.com
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permissible reserve limits…the upcoming year’s
reserve fund of 9.2 percent, or $381,615 in
reserve funds, far exceeded the 4 percent
required for the school district…looking three
years ahead, the reserve fund is expected to dip
to $220,819, or 5.3 percent…If the district slips
below 4 percent, it’s back to county fiscal
supervision for a district that will only officially
retreat from county oversight in September…‖

Miscellaneous Stuff
7th annual La Ducati Day in LH

Flea market raises money for Firehouse
(excerpt from
http://www.hmbreview.com/articles/2010/07/07/co
mmunity/doc4c34bee5a7c25352124819.txt
―For a quarter of a century, La Honda Postmaster
Karen Delee has helped organize a flea market to
benefit the La Honda Fire Brigade…Delee said she
expects to raise about $1,000 for firefighters…
―We’ve been doing this for 25 years and it’s still
just $25 to sell at the flea market… We won’t make
a lot of money, but it pays an electric bill or paper
for the copier,‖ she said.‖

(excerpt from
http://ducatiusa.com/news/7th_annual_la_ducati
_day/2010/07/29/1696/index.do)
“… Sunday October 17th, 2010, 10:00 AM to
5:00 PM, and join fellow Ducatisti at 8865 La
Honda Rd, La Honda, CA., for the 7th annual La
Ducati Day. The theme for this year's event
is Fuoco nelle vene. Italian for Fire in my veins.
At La Ducati Day 2010 the Nor Cal Ducati
DOC, together with other partners, will offer
attendees a full day of:

Confirmed Lion Sighting and Photos

Riders for Health Auction
Ducati Vintage Club sponsored Concorso Ducati
Ducati Garage Challenge and Slow Ride
Competition
Ducati Music Challenge
Sportbike Suspension Setup Clinic
Vendor court, food, raffles and more

(excerpt from the LH Message Board,
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/LaHonda/messag
e/22783) Atlhough there have been many
mountain lion sightings over the past year, the
linked photos prove that this one is the real deal.
―At 8 this morning, Karyn noticed a mountain
lion strolling down our driveway, past our house,
and into the woods. I got some blurry pics:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/28122377@N04/s
ets/72157624602376442/show/

Free event admission. All proceeds from entry
fees, sportbike suspension setup clinic and
raffles will benefit the La Honda Fire Brigade.
These are the good men and women that rescue
us when we crash on that side of the mountain ...
helping them helps all of us. We hope you will
make the ride up into La Honda, situated in the
beautiful Santa Cruz Mountains, and help us
rename the city La Ducati for the day of the
event.”

We've lived here 18 years (2 miles west of
Skyline, 100 yards off Highway 84, in the
redwoods), but I never expected to actually see
one. What an incredibly beautiful animal! Our
dumb housecat started following him, so we had
to go outside and yell the lion off. Our cat
promptly ran upstairs and hid under the bed.‖

South Coast school district adopts
budget - Reserve fund projected to dip
(excerpt from
http://www.hmbreview.com/articles/2010/07/07/
news/doc4c34c5a6e256e513083430.txt
b y Lily Bixler )
―La Honda-Pescadero School District adopted its
fiscal year 2010-2011 budget last week on far
better standing than last year, but the South
Coast district will have to tighten up its spending
over the next few years or it could dip below

(The photo is a bit blurry, but leaves no doubt
that this is, indeed, a mountain lion)
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The Monkey Tribe

Local Production of Alice in
Wonderland

A book popped up on the LH Voice radar by Bay
Area author Michael Vaughn that at least
partially takes place near San Gregorio – the
amazon.com reviews are positive.
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1440189013?tag=sc
ootie4&camp=213761&creative=393545&linkC
ode=bpl&creativeASIN=1440189013&adid=0C
CDCC6A3W3QYK5WBFZS&

http://www.atmostheatre.com/theatreinthe
woods/aliceinwonderland/
―Our ninth annual show for Theatre in the
Woods is our first adapation of a literary classic
and our first adaptation by a company member.
Alice in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll and is
adapted by Brian Markley and directed Amy
Clare Tasker. We are looking forward to
bringing our unique, long-standing brand of
whimsy and immersion to the beloved fantasy
of Alice in Wonderland , bringing you literally
into the story as you've likely never experienced.
We highly recommend purchasing tickets in
advance, as we sold out each performance
of The Frogs last year in advance! Our seating at
Theatre in the Woods is limited, and we have
already had many inquiries for our fans to get
tickets as soon as they're available…‖

From the book,
―Soon after the fire, I rented a cottage near
San Gregorio, and I made it my assignment
to walk the beach every day. I think you
know, beaches are tonics, and I sorely needed
to keep moving or die. I began to tire of the
beach at San Gregorio, though, and I began
to wander south, eventually to discover the
beach where we do the house-burnings. For a
man desperately seeking respite, that beach
was a godsend. The sandstone cliffs were
high and grand, and blocked out the
treacherously evil world, leaving me alone
with my thoughts. And I began to find some
fascination with the rocks that washed up at
the ocean’s edge. I began to take interesting
specimens home, and found a guidebook so I
could put names to their faces. Rocks were
something I had never really considered
before. I began to notice that a lot of my
fellow rockhounds were older men, and came
to the conclusion that this interest was related
to an increasing awareness of mortality.
Rocks are the oldest things that we come into
contact with, and they are everywhere around
us…‖

The Sound of Opportunity
The La Honda Voice has run out of space this
edition, but go to www.lahonda.com for
additional articles, including an article by David
Strohm of a unique way he has found for brave
individuals to pick up a few treasures at no cost.
As he finishes up his article, he says, ―You hear
that sound? (If not, turn up your speakers)
That folks, is the sound of opportunity
knocking!‖
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LHES Dates
Spruce up the
School Day

About Doctor G.

Saturday, August
21, 10:00 - 4:00.

He goes out of his way every time to ask
how I’m doing. He is the tree whispering through

Help La Honda
School tidy up
around campus and
in the classrooms.
Come lend a hand
for an hour or all
day.

the cracked hospital window, the shiver of white
narcissus, the breeze lifting the skirt of the nurse

By Ann Emerson

opening my door. He is the song in my head that
doesn’t stop at night, the way curious medicine
wanders my blood--I no longer go out of my way to
picture the mound of earth dug just my size.

First Day of
School - Tuesday,
August 24 8:30 3:05

Sometimes someone touches your hand in an
unexpected room and you close your eyes
like the lid of a music box that’s been wanting
quiet for years. When I start to die, this is
how it will be: no terrible music, no one taking
my place, his footsteps in silence carrying on.

Please Support our Sponsors

Homes for Sale – contact Dante at 650-868-2593 or Gail at 650-996-5354
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The
La Honda
Voice

August 2010
La Honda Events Calendar

Note: Events and times on this calendar are subject to change. For some events, additional information is available from the calendar at lahonda.com
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